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Baroreflex activation therapy for resistant 
hypertension and heart failure: the new 
piece in the puzzle
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EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

•  Assess the baroreflex as a primary regulator  
of cardiovascular function and have a better understanding 
of the rationale for carotid baroreceptor stimulation 

•  Understand how specific management strategies  
can be applied in special populations of patients  
with resistant hypertension when drugs have failed

•  Review the data and experience with baroreflex activation 
therapy in heart failure with reduced ejection fraction

Welcome and introduction – is a piece missing from the puzzle?
Gerasimos S. Filippatos, Athens, Greece

Understanding the puzzle: baroreflex – direct targeting  
of relevant pathophysiologic mechanisms

Andrew J. S. Coats, Coventry, UK

Stimulating the baroreflex – completing the resistant hypertension 
puzzle

Atul Pathak, Toulouse, France

Baroreflex activation therapy – another piece of the puzzle  
for heart failure with reduced ejection fraction

Johann Bauersachs, Hannover, Germany

Panel discussion
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Stefan D. Anker has been Professor of (Tissue) Homeostasis in 
Cardiology & Metabolism at Charité Berlin, Germany, since June 
2017. Dr. Anker studied medicine at Charité Berlin and completed 
his clinical training in Germany and the UK. He obtained his MD 
from Charité Medical School, Berlin (1993) and his PhD (1998) at 
the National Heart & Lung Institute of Imperial College London, 
UK. He was Professor of Cardiology & Cachexia Research at Charité 
from 2002 to 2014, and Professor of Innovative Clinical Trials in 
Göttingen, Germany, from 2014 and 2017. 

Prof. Anker has authored more than 750 original papers, reviews, 
and editorials that are well cited (total citations: >57,000, h-index: 
112, papers with ≥ 200 citations: 71; source: Scopus, April 23, 
2018). For his work Prof. Anker has won several prizes and obtained 
a number of fellowships & grants. 

Prof. Anker is Vice President of the European Society of Cardiology 
(ESC, 2016-18), serving on the ESC board since 2012. He has been 
serving on the board of the Heart Failure Association (HFA) of the 
ESC since 2006; he was HFA President (2012-14), and currently 
chairs the HFA committee on regulatory affairs. He is founding 
Editor-in-Chief of the first open-access heart failure journal ESC 
Heart Failure. Prof. Anker serves on the editorial boards of four 
scientific journals (including European Heart Journal and European 
Journal of Heart Failure) and has worked in several ESC Guideline 
task forces. 

Prof. Anker is the founding president of the International Society on 
Sarcopenia, Cachexia and Wasting Disorders (SCWD) and founding 
Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Cachexia, Sarcopenia and Muscle. 
He was and is member of more than 30 international clinical trial 
steering committees, chairing or co-chairing several currently (FAIR-
HF2, EMPEROR-HFpEF, Fair-HFpEF) as well as in the past (including 
FAIR-HF, TIM-HF, AUGMENT-HF, IMPULSE-HF & BACH). He has also 
served in a number of data monitoring committees (chairing four) 
and end-point committees (chairing four).

Stefan D. Anker,  
MD, PhD, FESC
Division of Cardiology  
& Metabolism
Charité Campus Virchow 
Klinikum
Berlin, Germany
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Marco Metra, MD
University of Brescia, 
Brescia, Italy

Marco Metra is Professor of Cardiology and Director of the 
Institute of Cardiology of the Department of Medical and Surgical 
Specialties, Radiological Sciences and Public Health of the 
University and Civil Hospitals of Brescia, Italy. 

He is Editor-in-Chief of the European Journal of Heart Failure, 
the official journal of the Heart Failure Association (HFA) of the 
European Society of Cardiology (ESC), Senior Consulting Editor of 
the European Heart Journal and member of the editorial board of 
many other scientific journals. 

His research activity is focused on treatment of heart failure and its 
comorbidities. He has had a leading role in multiple trials of new 
therapies in patients with heart failure. He is an ex-officio member 
of the board of the HFA, a Fellow of the HFA, ESC, and the Heart 
Failure Society of America, and a member of the Italian Society of 
Cardiology (SIC) and many other scientific societies. 

He is author of more than 500 articles in peer-reviewed journals, 
with a current Google scholar H-index of 86. 
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Gerasimos Filippatos studied Medicine at the University of Patras, 
Greece, and earned his doctorate Cum Laude from the University of 
Athens. He subsequently completed his clinical training in Chicago, 
USA, and Cambridge, UK.

Prof. Filippatos is past President of the Heart Failure Association (HFA) 
of the European Society of Cardiology (ESC). He has served as Chair of 
the Clinical Section and the Committee on Acute Heart Failure of the 
HFA, and as Chair of the ESC’s Working Group on Acute Cardiac Care. 
He was also Coordinator of the ESC Congress Programme Committee 
for Heart Failure and Acute Cardiac Care, member of the ESC Practice 
Guidelines Committee and American College of Cardiology/American 
Heart Association HF Guidelines Writing Committee, and International 
Governor of the American College of Chest Physicians. 

Prof. Filippatos is Associate Editor of the European Heart Journal 
(impact factor>20), the International Journal of Cardiology and of the 
Journal of Cardiovascular Medicine. He has published over 450 articles 
in peer-reviewed journals and authored more than 30 book chapters 
including the “Acute Heart Failure” chapter in Braunwald’s and Oxford 
Desk Reference: Cardiology. Moreover, he has (co) edited five books 
including the ESC Textbook of Acute and Intensive Cardiac Care, 
highly commended in the 2011 British Medical Association Medical 
Book Awards; in 2014, he presented the book Heart Failure: the 
Expert’s Approach and in 2016, the pocket book Treatment Algorithms 
in Heart Failure.

Prof. Filippatos is in the Thomson Reuters list of Highly Cited 
Researchers.

He is Honorary Member of several cardiac societies, namely the 
French Cardiac Society, Romanian Cardiac Society, and Hungarian 
Cardiac Society.

Gerasimos Filippatos, MD, 
FESC, FHFA, FACC, FCCP
Dean, School of Medicine,
Professor of Cardiology,
University of Cyprus & National and 
Kapodistrian University of Athens,
Athens, Greece
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Andrew Coats studied medicine at Oxford (pre-clinical) and 
Cambridge (clinical). He commenced his cardiology training at 
St. Vincent’s Hospital, in Melbourne, Australia, and completed a 
research DM in cardiology at Oxford with Professor Peter Sleight. 
He also holds a DSc. from Imperial College, London, UK.

Andrew was appointed the Inaugural Viscount Royston Professor 
of Cardiology at the National Heart and Lung Institute and Imperial 
College, London, in 1996, and was also Director of Cardiology of 
the Royal Brompton and Harefield NHS trust and subsequently 
its Associate Medical Director. Andrew held the roles of Dean of 
Medicine (from 2002) and Deputy Vice-Chancellor (from 2006) at 
the University of Sydney. Since 2012, he has been Joint Academic 
Vice-President, at the University of Warwick, UK, and Monash 
University, Australia, leading the ground-breaking Monash-Warwick 
Alliance.

He also holds Fellowships of the Royal College of Physicians 
of London, the Royal Australasian College of Physicians, the 
European Society of Cardiology, the American Heart Association, 
the American College of Cardiology and the Cardiac Society of 
Australia and New Zealand.

Andrew has published more than 1500 publications and has more 
than 50,000 career citations, and a personal H-index of 106. He 
has been Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of Cardiology 
since 1999 and has received the Linacre Medal of the Royal College 
of Physicians and the inaugural Michael L. Pollock award of the 
American Heart Association. Andrew’s research interests are in 
chronic heart failure, hypertension, metabolic medicine, cachexia 
and organisational behaviour. He serves on the executive boards 
of the Society of Cachexia and Wasting Disorders and is President-
Elect of the Heart Failure Association of the ESC.    

Andrew J. S. Coats,  
DM, DSc, MBA, AO 
Academic Vice-President
Monash-Warwick Alliance
Monash University, 
Melbourne, Australia
University of Warwick, 
Coventry, UK
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Atul Pathak is a pharmacologist and cardiologist. He is Director 
of the Hypertension, Risk Factors and Heart Failure Unit at the 
Pasteur Clinic in Toulouse, France, and leads a clinical research 
team focusing on cardiovascular pathophysiology and clinical 
pharmacology.

Professor Pathak was a resident in Cardiology from 1996 to 2001. 
He obtained his MD at the Faculty of Medicine in Toulouse and 
obtained a tenure position as a research scientist at the French 
National Institute of Medical Research (INSERM) until 2002. He 
obtained his PhD in Clinical and Experimental Pharmacology in 
2005. He also worked as a post-doctoral research fellow in the 
Department of Cardiology at Erasmus Hospital and Free University 
of Brussels, Belgium, from 2004 to 2005, and as a visiting Professor 
in 2010 at the Baker Heart Institute in Melbourne, Australia. He 
joined the Faculty of Medicine at the University Paul Sabatier in 
Toulouse as an Associate Professor in 2002 and was nominated as 
full Professor in Clinical Pharmacology in 2009.

Recently, he joined the world-famous Clinique Pasteur (ranked 10 
years in a row as the top hospital for cardiovascular medicine in 
France) to set up a new department focusing on the management 
of cardiovascular risk factors and heart failure. He has also taken the 
leadership of the Clinique Pasteur Cardiovascular Research Centre 
and framed a public-private partnership with the University Hospital 
to develop clinical trials and clinical data management.

Since 2010, he has been involved in guidelines, education and 
research in the field of interventional therapy for hypertension 
and heart failure (autonomic neuromodulation, vagal stimulation, 
baroreflex activation). His research interests are (i) new diagnostic 
tools and treatment of cardiometabolic risk factors and heart failure, 
(ii) the human sympathetic nervous system, (iii) neurotransmitters 
of the neurocardiac synapse and more generally the clinical 
pharmacology of cardiovascular diseases. Professor Pathak is the 
author of more than 130 international publications.

Professor Pathak is a member of the French Society of 
Pharmacology and Therapeutics, the French Society of 
Hypertension and Cardiology and the working group for 
Pharmacology and Therapeutics of the ESC. He was elected 
President of the Cardiovascular Pharmacology Working Group of 
the French Society of Cardiology (from 2008-2012). He is Editor-in-
Chief of Fundamental and Clinical Pharmacology. 

Atul Pathak, MD, PhD
Clinique Pasteur, GCVI, 
Hypertension and Heart 
Failure Unit, 
Toulouse, France
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Johann Bauersachs is the Head of the Department of Cardiology 
at the Hannover Medical School (MHH), Germany. He studied 
medicine at the University of Freiburg. After training as Clinical 
and Research Fellow at the Universities of Frankfurt and 
Heidelberg/Mannheim, he moved to the University Hospital 
Wuerzburg, in 1999, where he became Consultant and Lecturer 
in Internal Medicine and Cardiology. He was Associate Professor 
in the Department of Medicine from 2008 to 2010. Since 2010, 
Johann Bauersachs has been a full Professor and Director of the 
Department of Cardiology and Angiology at Hannover Medical 
School.

Professor Bauersachs is a Fellow and Board Member of the Heart 
Failure Association (HFA) of the ESC, Chair of the HFA Study Group 
on Peripartum Cardiomyopathy, and Past Chair of the ESC Working 
Group on Myocardial Function. He is Chair of the Cardiovascular 
Section of the Medical Review Board, German Research Foundation 
(Deutsche Forschungs¬gemeinschaft - DFG), member of the 
steering committee of the DFG-funded Cluster of Excellence 
REBIRTH, and Speaker of the Clinical Research Group (KFO) 
311 “Pre-terminal heart and lung failure - mechanical unloading 
and repair” funded by the DFG. Professor Bauersachs is a board 
member of Cardior Pharmaceuticals. 

Professor Bauersachs is an interventional cardiologist with special 
interests in acute coronary syndromes, left ventricular healing and 
remodelling, acute and chronic heart failure, as well as intensive 
care. He is particularly interested in the pathophysiology and 
treatment of peripartum cardiomyopathy, in aldosterone and 
mineralocorticoid receptor-mediated mechanisms, and in the role 
of non-coding RNAs. He is Study Chair of the DIGIT-HF study 
investigating the effect of digitoxin on morbidity/mortality in 
patients with advanced heart failure and is extensively involved in 
many other clinical trials.

Johann Bauersachs, MD, 
FESC, FHFA, FAHA 
Director of the Department 
of Cardiology and 
Angiology, 
Hannover Medical School, 
Hannover, Germany
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Welcome and introduction –  
is a piece missing from the puzzle?
 

 Gerasimos S. Filippatos, MD, FESC, FHFA

Heart failure (HF) is increasing worldwide and prognosis is unfavourable without 
therapy. Therapeutic advances have improved the prognosis in recent years; 
therefore, appropriate drug therapy in doses recommended in the current 
guidelines, is crucial for HF patients (1).

In addition to the established drug treatment consisting of angiotensin converting 
enzyme inhibitor (ACEi) (or angiotensin-II blocker [ARB]), beta-blocker and diuretics, 
treatment with mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists (MRA) has become standard 
in symptomatic patients with HF with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF). The 
angiotensin receptor-neprilysin inhibitor (ARNi) sacubitril/valsartan is a promising 
new addition to current pharmacological treatments. The results of the PARADIGM-
HF trial have been so pronounced that they have led to a class IB recommendation 
by the European and American Guidelines for patients who remain symptomatic 
despite ‘classic’ HF medication. Ivabradine is also recommended for selected 
patients (1, 2).

While CRT reduces morbidity and mortality for patients with heart failure and wide 
QRS complex, up to one-third of patients are “non-responders” to the therapy. 
There is a missing piece in the puzzle  for NYHA class III patients with QRS  
<130ms and QRS <150ms without LBBB. Non-LBBB in randomized controlled 
trials is 10-30%. In the European cardiac resynchronization therapy survey, 23% of 
patients had atrial fibrillation and 68% of patients had LBBB; 62% of patients had a 
QRS duration >150 ms, 18% <130 ms, and 9% <120 ms (3).

Hypertension, the elevation of systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, or 
both above normal levels is common in developed and developing countries and 
increases in prevalence with age. The threshold blood pressure for the diagnosis 
has declined over time on the basis of trials showing benefits of treatment to 
incrementally lower blood-pressure targets in reducing mortality and cardiovascular-
event rates (4).

Hypertension is a leading risk factor for death and disability, including stroke, 
accelerated coronary and systemic atherosclerosis, heart failure, chronic kidney 
disease, and death from cardiovascular causes. From 1990 through 2015, the 
estimated global annual rate of death associated with a systolic blood pressure of 
140 mm Hg or more increased from 97.9 to 106.3 per 100,000 persons, whereas the 
number of disability-adjusted life-years increased from 5.2 million to 7.8 million (5).

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT
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Treatment of hypertension includes non-pharmacologic and pharmacologic 
approaches. Treatment decisions depend on whether there is pre-existing 
cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, or chronic kidney disease. Despite the use 
of multiple antihypertensive drugs, including diuretics, at recommended or target 
doses, hypertension remains uncontrolled in a substantial proportion of patients 
(6). Multiple factors can contribute to poor control of blood pressure: suboptimum 
pharmaceutical care and patients deciding not to commit to lifelong polypharmacy. 
Furthermore, drugs are associated with adverse clinical events and patients frequently 
do not adhere to therapy because of side-effects, financial concerns, or a lack of 
hypertensive symptoms (7). Finally, antihypertensive medications do not lower blood 
pressure in some patients despite full adherence and attentive health care.

The autonomic nervous system plays a crucial role in the development of organ 
damage due to hypertension and potentially in the transition of hypertension to heart 
failure with preserved or reduced ejection fraction. In heart failure the autonomic 
nervous system initially plays a critical compensatory role in maintaining cardiovascular 
homeostasis in the failing heart. Over time the deleterious effects dominate since a 
decrease in cardiac output leads to activation of the renin angiotensin-aldosterone 
system and increase in sympathetic nerve activity, resulting in increased morbidity and 
mortality. Device-based modulation of the autonomic nervous system could, therefore, 
be the missing piece of the puzzle for the treatment of both and heart failure.
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Understanding the puzzle: 
baroreflex – direct targeting 
of relevant pathophysiologic 
mechanisms

 Andrew J. S. Coats, DM, DSc, MBA, AO

Chronic heart failure (CHF) is major and growing public health burden with a residual 
high mortality and morbidity despite multiple effective device and drug therapies 
(1). The most profound successes have occurred with anti-neurohormonal targets 
with beta-blockers and renin-angiotensin-aldosterone-system (RAAS) inhibitors and 
dual peptidase inhibition leading the way. Other logical therapies such as positive 
inotropic agents and pure vasodilators have shown less benefit or even harm. Even 
the anti-neurohormonal approach is losing its magic as a variety of neurohormonal 
blockers, angiotensin II antagonists on top of ACE inhibitors, vasopressin antagonists, 
renin inhibitors, etc. have failed to live up to their promise (2). Is it time to look 
elsewhere for effective therapies?
It has long been known that one of the most profound abnormalities to occur in CHF 
is autonomic dysfunction, with major shifts in sympatho-vagal balance, suppression of 
the arterial baroreflex system and unopposed overactivity of the sympatho-excitatory 
chemoreflex system (3). We have as a medical research community investigated 
blood-borne neurohormonal factors and developed many effective therapies, but 
the neural reflex side of neurohormonal imbalance has received comparatively 
little attention. Much interest and potential lie with strategies to stimulate the 
baroreceptors, thereby inducing increased vagal tone and reduced sympathetic 
activity. Potential has been also manifest in early clinical trials. The problems come 
with understanding how best to measure reflex activity, and how to design the most 
effective electrical stimulation/inhibition regimes to achieve and maintain changes 
that will translate into clinical benefits (4). The talk will review this field and evaluate 
what we know and have tested to date.

References
1.  Sinnott SJ, Smeeth L, Williamson E, et al. Trends for prevalence and incidence of resistant hypertension: population-based cohort 

study in the UK 1995-2015. BMJ. 2017;358:j3984.
2. Spence JD. Controlling resistant hypertension. Stroke Vasc Neurol. 2018;3:69-75.
3.  Muxfeldt ES, de Souza F, Salles GF. Resistant hypertension: a practical clinical approach. J Hum Hypertens. 2013;27:657-62.
4. Smith S, Rossignol P, Willis S, et al. Neural modulation for hypertension and heart failure. Int J Cardiol. 2016;214:320-30.
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Stimulating the baroreflex 
– completing the resistant 
hypertension puzzle

 Atul Pathak, MD, PhD

Uncontrolled or resistant hypertension is still a major health burden faced by 
many physicians in their daily clinical practice. Multiple pharmacological and non-
pharmacological therapies have been shown to be effective, but morbidity, target 
organ damage and mortality remain elevated leading to a bad prognosis in this 
subset of hypertensive patients (1). 
In the past few years, our knowledge on device-based therapy has grown (2) with 
some trials suggesting that devices could improve blood pressure control in those 
patients not sufficiently controlled by regular antihypertensive medication. One of the 
promising targets is the carotid sinus where baro- but also chemoreceptors could be 
the site of choice for new treatment. 

Autonomic dysfunction with increased sympathetic drive to the heart and vessels 
and reduced vagal tone has been described as a hallmark in the pathophysiology 
of resistant hypertension, mainly related to the impairment of the arterial baroreflex 
system. In this setting, electrical or mechanical activation of the carotid sinus 
baroreflex could be promising. 

The Rheos Pivotal Trial evaluated baroreflex activation therapy (BAT) in 265 subjects 
with resistant hypertension. The trial showed significant benefit for the endpoints 
of sustained efficacy, BAT safety, and device safety (3). While the acute response 
endpoint was not reached, having over 50% of patients reach a systolic blood 
pressure (SBP) ≤140mm Hg was highly encouraging, particularly when those patients 
who did demonstrate lower blood pressure initially were able to maintain the benefit 
at 12 months. To assess the long-term efficacy and safety of BAT, data from  
383 patients were analyzed. In the entire cohort, office SBP fell from 179±24 mm Hg 
 to 144±28 mm Hg (P<0.0001), whereas office diastolic pressure dropped from 
103±16 mm Hg to 85±18 mm Hg (P<0.0001). Heart rate fell from 74±15 beats  
per minute to 71±13 beats per minute (P<0.02). The effect of BAT was greater  
than average in patients with signs of heart failure and less than average in patients 
with isolated systolic hypertension. In approximately 25% of patients, it was possible 
to reduce the number of medications from a median of 6 to a median of 3. Temporary 
side effects, related to either the surgical procedure or the cardiovascular instability, 
did occur, but did not require specific measures and resolved over time (4).

ABSTRACT
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During this presentation, data about efficacy and safety of BAT in patients with 
resistant hypertension will be summarized, short- and long-term effects will be 
discussed and mechanism of action of BAT beyond blood pressure reduction 
clarified.

References
1.  Tsioufis C, Kasiakogias A, Kordalis A, et al. Dynamic resistant hypertension patterns as predictors of cardiovascular morbidity: a 4-year 

propective study. J Hypertens. 2014;32:415–22.
2.  Lobo MD, Sobotka PA, Pathak A. Interventional procedures and future drug therapy for hypertension. Eur Heart J. 2017;38:1101-11.
3.  Bisognano JD, Bakris G, Nadim MK, et al. Baroreflex activation therapy lowers blood pressure in patients with resistant hypertension. J 

Am Coll Cardiol. 2011;58:765–73. 
4.  de Leeuw PW, Bisognano JD, Bakris GL, et al. Sustained reduction of blood pressure with baroreceptor activation therapy: results of 

the 6-year open follow-up. Hypertension. 2017;69:836–43.
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Baroreflex activation therapy – 
another piece of the puzzle for heart 
failure with reduced ejection fraction

 Johann Bauersachs, MD, FESC, FHFA, FAHA

Morbidity and mortality in heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) remain 
high despite optimal medical therapy (OMT) and device therapy. Although cardiac 
resynchronization therapy (CRT) improves symptoms and prognosis, CRT is indicated 
only in a minority of HFrEF patients according to current guidelines (1).
Baroreflex activation therapy (BAT) may improve HFrEF symptoms and prognosis by 
reduction of sympathetic activity and increase in parasympathetic activity. In a first 
proof-of-concept study, baroreflex sensitivity increased, muscular sympathetic nerve 
activity significantly decreased, and heart failure symptoms improved after BAT (2). 
In a randomised study with 140 patients, after six months BAT was associated with 
reduced natriuretic peptides, reduction in heart failure hospitalisation, as well as 
improvement in NYHA class, quality of life and 6-minute hall walk distance (3).  
The beneficial effects appeared to be especially pronounced in non-CRT patients, 
who displayed also a significant improvement in left ventricular ejection fraction 
(LVEF) after six months BAT (4).
The ongoing BeAT-HF study in the US is currently randomizing 480 patients to 
OMT plus BAT vs. OMT alone, with heart failure hospitalisation and mortality as 
the primary endpoint. Inclusion criteria comprise patients with NYHA III (or NYHA 
class II if had been in class III at some point within past 3 months) and LVEF ≤ 35% 
that are on stable OMT. In the first 280 patients, symptoms and natriuretic peptides 
will be assessed after six months which may lead to expedited approval by the 
FDA. Complimentary to the BeAT-HF trial, the BiRD register study in Germany 
includes patients implanted under the CE-marked indication for HFrEF to evaluate 
echocardiographic, spiroergometry, arrhythmia and other endpoints.
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2.  Gronda E, Seravalle G, Brambilla G, et al. Chronic baroreflex activation effects on sympathetic nerve traffic, baroreflex function,  
and cardiac haemodynamics in heart failure: a proof-of-concept study. Eur J Heart Fail. 2014;16:977-83.

3.  Abraham WT, Zile MR, Weaver FA, et al. Baroreflex activation therapy for the treatment of heart failure with a reduced ejection 
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4.  Zile MR, Abraham WT, Weaver FA, et al. Baroreflex activation therapy for the treatment of heart failure with a reduced ejection 
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